
 
First day of Rosh Hashanah - On Change 

 
I bumped into someone recently who I hadn’t seen for some years. They said  to me “you haven’t 
changed a bit... except...... your hair used to be all black. I jumped in quickly and said ‘so good to see you 
again’ before they had a chance to get to any more excepts. The compliment itself “you haven’t changed 
a bit” tells you  you’re no longer a kid. 
  
If I look out at you today, this beautiful gathering of our Ohev Shalom family  and the truth is you do look 
beautiful and say “look at you, you haven’t changed a bit” it may not  be such a compliment in the context 
of our work today. These Days of Awe invite us to make needed changes, to think in new ways to 
improve our behavior, to become more and better than we have been, to not just recycle past years one 
more time.  
  
This past year, I find myself repeatedly returning to this topic of change.  
  
During Hanukkah  we took  out two Torahs as we do today,  That Shabbat, I spoke about Dueling Torahs, 
one representing our need to preserve our past and protect our present into the future as did the 
Macabees against  those who sought to destroy us and one Torah representing Judaism’s ability to 
change and speak anew to succeeding generations. It is not only Judaism’s ability to change, Judaism 
demands change. In our prayers we say  l’taken olam to repair the world.  Our mandate  as Jews is to 
not  accept the world as it is but to improve the world, to change the world for the better.  We are the heirs 
to a heritage that summons us to tzedek tzedek tirdof  Justice, Justice Shall You pursue. Where you 
encounter injustice, seek and pursue justice. Change it! 
  
That Shabbat of Hanukkah came after  the week of the tragic shootings in Newtown Connecticut. That 
morning I called for changes in our gun laws, for sane laws that will protect our children when they go to 
school and adults when they go to the movie theater. The first amendment was not past to permit 
someone to shout fire in a crowded theater and the second amendment wasn’t past by those brilliant 
minds in Philadelphia to permit a madman to walk into that theater or school with an automatic gun and 
mow down innocent lives. Sadly, the emotion of the tragedy dissipated  in the country though those 
families are still in the throes of their grief and the gun lobbies lobby harder and nothing has changed. 
Sadly, we haven’t changed a bit.  
  
This past year someone to whom I feel very close for a number of years sat in my office grappling with a 
personal and family issue. The circumstances called out to him for change but he couldn’t or wouldn’t. 
One sentence in particular reverberates within me and so I talk about change again and again this year. 
He said “if I change my position now, I won’t be true to all that I have believed throughout my life. I will not 
be able to respect myself.”  I am sensitive to this statement and empathize with the struggle. Sometimes 
we should maintain our principals in spite of the pressure of the world changing around us  but sometimes 
it is our ability to see and understand the world differently and make certain changes that is most 
deserving of our respect. I tried to make that point. 
  
My whole Jewish life is based on change. I made a commitment to keeping Kosher when I was in 10th 
grade. I won’t tell you some of the things I ate before then,  but I’ll call them glatt treyf and I loved the 
taste  but I found something I loved even more, a serious commitment to Judaism and I changed. We can 
become what we haven’t been. That is the meaning of these days. We can support ideas we once 
rejected  or reject ideas we once supported. We can think in new ways and arrive at different 
conclusions.  We don’t have to be exactly who we have been. We can change.  
  
This past April, we had a Sisterhood breakfast honoring Sandy Blumenthal in support of Women’s 
League Torah Fund which supports the work of the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York and 
Rabbinical Schools of our movement in Los Angeles, Buenos Aires and Jerusalem. We had as our guest 
speaker, a second year rabbinical student at JTS by the name of Bronwen Mullin, not a typical rabbinic 
name. When I walked into the Social Hall, people were milling around and I was looking for our guest 
speaker to welcome her. She wouldn’t be hard to pick out. I could tell a rabbinical student from a mile 
away - its sort of rabbinic profiling but there was no rabbinical student to be profiled. I of course 
recognized everyone in the room but there were two women I assumed were guests. One was a women 
with long grey hair and the other was a young woman who looked like she just came from the stage of  an 



off  Broadway play with a stud in her nose and a sort of bohemian flair to her dress.   She looked like 
anything but a rabbinical student. She was our rabbinical student from JTS and I was happy we had an 
opportunity to chat before the program began.  
  
Our guest had a dream of going into the theater. In her mesmerizing presentation that morning to the 
group she was as good as a one woman show on Broadway telling the story of her life. She was co-
teaching a Hebrew High School Class at B’nai Jeshurun in  New York city and a student had asked the 
two teachers something  about their personal life. Bronwen’s co-teacher was an orthodox woman wearing 
a sheitel. Interesting, this Orthodox woman was on the faculty of  one of the foremost progressive 
Conservative synagogues in the country.  
  
After much soul searching Bronwen  told the class that she is gay. She anticipated it would not be a big 
issue for the students since the synagogue has a long history of acceptance of  the  LGBT community. 
Her concern was being rejected by her orthodox colleague.   After the class, her colleague’s first question 
to her was why hadn’t you told me sooner? Her colleague hugged her and more importantly she 
embraced her as a friend, as a colleague and as a Jew. I have to imagine that something had, by then, 
changed dramatically in this Orthodox woman to be as accepting as she was.  The Orthodox co-teacher 
encouraged her to study our sacred texts more seriously. Bronwen did so for a couple of years which 
made it possible for her to apply to rabbinical school.  Imagine what a dramatic change that was for her. 
From a life in the theater to a life as a rabbi. Her co-teacher embraced her and had clearly embraced 
change in her own life.   She changed. She is seeking justice.  She  is personally repairing the world.  
  
Something profound had changed at the Jewish Theological Seminary and in Conservative Judaism. I 
think we have earned the title today Progressive Conservative Judaism. When I was at the Seminary in 
the early seventies there were no female rabbinical students and no openly gay candidate would  be 
admitted to the school. Talking to our guest that morning, I felt very proud of JTS for being open to this 
young woman who in no way fit the mold of the  typical rabbinical student.   In meeting her, it looks like 
we will have a new generation of rabbis not so easily profiled and the Jewish world will be enriched. 
  
In the spring edition of the United Synagogue Magazine there is an article that tells a wonderful story by 
Rabbi Myron Fenster, a distinguished Long Island Rabbi entitled “Loving Tradition enough to Change It.” I 
love this title. “Loving Tradition enough to Change It.” To love something is not to preserve it exactly as it 
was and put it in a glass case under lock and key.   Anything that is alive, changes. To love something 
enough to keep it alive is to be involved in its growth and evolution, its change. Rabbi Fenster was a 
member of the Committee of Jewish Law and Standards which determines Halachic policy for the 
Conservative Movement. Questions are brought to the committee - is it permissible to drive on Shabbat? 
Can women be counted in the Minyan? Rabbi Fenster was on the committee when the question of 
ordaining gay rabbis came before it. This was not the first time this issue was brought up. When it was 
previously debated, the decision was no.  Rabbi Fenster in his seventies could have hid behind his age 
and have said that he could not accept this change at this stage of the game. I am sure that at one time 
and maybe not that long ago, he too said no. But this time, he voted in favor of  change. 
  
Rabbi Fenster retired from his large prestigious synagogue in Roslyn New York and took a small pulpit 
near the tip of the Island. He stayed for four-five years and then really, retired. He was succeeded in that 
pulpit by a recent graduate of the Seminary who was born in Israel and grew up in an orthodox home and 
shows great promise to have an equally distinguished rabbinic career. He began his studies at the 
Seminary the first year they admitted openly gay students. It was on that basis that this openly gay 
candidate was admitted. I love the title “Loving Tradition Enough to Change It.” If we really love 
something with all of our heart we won’t leave it as a relic of the past. Like an organism that survives by 
mutations and adaptations, we help the object of our love survive and thrive with change and growth 
while not abandoning the core.  
  
 
A few years ago, I spoke at Kol Nidre that I was prepared to officiate at a ceremony of two Jewish gay or 
lesbian individuals in love. When I said that, the ceremony that I would perform would not be the ritual of 
the traditional Jewish marriage ceremony because that was designed for a traditional Jewish marriage. 
But I have changed. Today I would. That couple in love pledging their lives and hearts to each other 
deserve the same ritual of our tradition just as I believe every loving gay and lesbian couple should have 
the right to marry in every state of the union.  I have never officiated at a wedding that does not also 



involve a state license though I have been asked to.  I would officiate however at a Jewish religious 
ceremony here in Pennsylvania though the Commonwealth does not recognize this as a marriage today. 
They will someday soon.  It is an issue of pursuing justice. It is an issue of repairing the world. 
  
One of the most important books on the Jewish scene this past year is Jewish Megatrends  Charting the 
Course of the American Jewish Future. This is my brother in law Rabbi Sid Schwarz’s third book. It could 
be subtitled A Call for Change. In this book Jewish Megatrends, 
 
Sid is optimistic about the future of the American Jewish community but only if we understand that the 
Judaism of the twenty first century is not the same as the Judaism of the twentieth century and we 
change  accordingly.  Jewish millennials are different from generation Xers and surely from us baby 
boomers.  It is a bummer that we boomers invented the idea of the generation gap. In ways it still exists 
and we find ourselves on the wrong side of it.   How did this happen? Actually if we get the generations 
that come after us in a way that those who came before us never got us, there need not be that gap.  
  
In writing about our generation Sid writes how we were shaped by the memory of The Holocaust, the 
founding of the State of Israel and Israel’s miraculous survival in 1967, the struggle for Soviet Jewry.  
These are  at the heart of our particularistic view of our Jewish commitments. We had parents or 
grandparents who came from the old world and many of us heard Yiddish growing up.  
  
About millennials, Sid writes  “their loyalties are more global and universal.”  They are interested in the 
larger world and concerns that affect the larger world, the environment, poverty, social justice and our 
path to them is the wisdom Judaism has in regard to these central issues.   
  
My sister and Sid are parents to this generation who know and care deeply about the world.  My nephew 
Joel spent a year in China teaching in between college and his Masters Degree in public policy. My niece 
Jennifer is finishing a year in India working on environmental issues. She was in Haiti after the terrible 
hurricane.  My nephew Daniel spent a year and a half in London getting his Master’s Degree from the 
London School of Economic. They are committed to Judaism and they care about the world.  
I received this e-mail from my niece Jenny a couple of days ago, “I’m in Kashmir right now. I finished my 
fellowship, extended my visa and now traveling for 5 weeks. Travels have been so so great. I’m in the far 
north India. I’m leaving on a hiking trek this afternoon for one week so I wanted to wish you a shanah tova 
umetukah before I left. hope your holiday sermons are all ready:) send love and regards to janie. love, 
Jenny.  
  
Sid’s opening sentence in his book is “The Jewish community is in a time of transition.”   Synagogues are 
losing numbers. The number of donors to Federations has gone down 50% in the last generation. It is 
staggering.  We can do the same old same old and watch the ongoing erosion  or we can commit 
ourselves to change. 
  
We need to transition from synagogue-centers to synagogue communities. 
And rabbis need to change. “The synagogue-community requires rabbis to adopt a very different 
leadership style than they have been trained for. Rabbis must move from talk/control mode to 
listen/empower mode. In synagogue-communities the emphasis shifts from an obsession with 
membership (the number of members matters most) to ownership (Jews who see themselves on a 
journey toward more engaged Jewish living.”) 
Its not about how many new members we have today, its about how many new relationships have 
emerged this year; relationships with other members and deeper relationships with Judaism.  
  
The most recent edition of Kolot  Voices of Conservative/Masorti Judaism 
is devoted to “How Can Synagogues Evolve?”  How can we evolve?  
  
I am proud that for the first time this year, under the aegis of Inclusion B’kavod, we are live streaming our 
service to those in our community who cannot physically be present in the synagogue. We are making 
use of technology in a truly sacred way. I am excited about this and the idea of someone participating in 
our service in places where no synagogue exists or for those who may not be ready to step inside the 
synagogue. I would love those who are with us via the live-stream to send me a note to rabbi@ohev.org 
and tell me where you are seeing this and how it worked for you. We are evolving. Our service is being 
signed by Brandi Lerner. No one should feel excluded and there are more ways that we can reach out.  
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Just in yesterday’s New York Times there was an article entitled  
“Bar Mitzvahs Get New Look to Build Faith”  
Los Angeles  The American bar mitzvah, facing derision for Las Vegas style excess, is about to get a full 
makeover, but for an entirely different reason.  
A program pioneered by 13 Reform congregations: Everything is on the table. Parents  will most likely be 
expected to play a larger role and emphasis will shift from prayer to social action.  
In Los Angeles the campaign has expanded beyond the Reform movement,with Conservative, 
Reconstructionist and independent synagogues joining and the Jewish Federation there providing money.  
Some parents, rabbis and cantors are resistant to change.  
 
Tuesday morning someone popped into my office.  She had news to tell me.  We had spoken some 
months ago about her family dilemma. I recommended a path to take and at the time she told me she 
absolutely could not go there and all the reasons why. We saw each other  in the synagogue regularly 
during the year and periodically, she would tell me about small steps she was taking and I would tell her 
how proud I was. By Tuesday morning, she had done a total 180 and she seemed happy and proud to tell 
me. She changed. And we can too.  I invite you to think about the most important change you need to 
make. Today you might say there is no way and yet you may well find the way.  
  
The dueling Torahs. Some times we most need to preserve the past, the present for the future and other 
times we most need to change. The brilliance of Judaism has been its ability to do both.  It can be a 
matter of justice. It can be a matter of repairing our broken world.  
  
Twelve step programs is a place where life saving change happens from addiction to life affirming 
sobriety.  The beautiful prayer composed by the theologian Reinhold Niebuhr  has come to be known as  
the Serenity Prayer. 
 “G-d grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change; courage to change the things I can; and 
the  wisdom to know the difference.”  
                                                                                                                 Amen  
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